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Since the beginning of the twentieth century, 
people have enjoyed a drink, snack, and 
each other’s company outdoors. That 
began in Paris in the early 1900s when 
cafés expanded to pavement and street. 
And, more than a century later, look 
how popular terraces now are. 

Satelliet hospitality furniture has an extensive collection of terrace 

furniture with ample room for new developments. We supply a great 

deal of this collection from stock so that you can respond immediately 

to current trends and realise new ideas quickly.

We see 365-day terraces more and more often these days. That’s an 

exciting development, because a terrace is so welcoming and inviting. 

This also obvious from the fact that we increasingly see the terrace as 

an outdoor restaurant. With interpretations of concept, atmosphere 

and furnishings that people also experience indoors. This includes the 

creation of rooms within rooms with various seating places, seating 

types, sofas, chairs (high) tables and accessories. Going out is the new 

staying in. With all those possibilities, lay-out, routing and comfort 

level become more significant - we are happy to advise you on this. 

Together we make a difference!

Be inspired by our new terrace magazine and discover all the new 

trends. Want to know more, or have queries? Then please contact us!

Our promise
We are there for everyone who believes in the positive effect of 

hospitality. Together we can create the most outstanding hospitality 

interiors. For us this promise stands for premium quality, tailor made, 

full service and sustainability.

INHOUD

Commercial Manager | Bart Oelen
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You will find this logo when 
the product is part of the 
Satelliet Originals collection.

You will find this logo when
the product is part of our 
sustainable collection.



Inspiration 

Scan the QR code
 for more pictures 
and inspiration.

Restaurant owners Maarten Kropman and Jolien Konings wanted to 
live more spaciously with their young children. More spacious 

than the centre of Nijmegen allowed. They decided to build a 
home in the new neighbourhood of Grote Boel in North 

Nijmegen, towards Oosterhout. They became fans of the area 
and opened Grand café-restaurant Brass in the middle of the 

new neighbourhood. 

According to Kropman, the 

instant success of Brass is due to 

the location combined with the 

interior, both inside and out. Although 

a week after the opening in October 2020, 

the doors had to close again: lockdown 

number 2. But the couple is inventive, so hot 

chocolate with cookies, and take-away 

boxes were sold on the terrace When the 

doors opened again last spring, the terrace 

was literally flooded with guests. “This is 

completely new for Nijmegen; there’s so little 

outside the centre. We’re on the outskirts of 

North Nijmegen, with a lake at the door and 

a view over the city. A new-build suburb in 

the countryside, but then with allure”.

Brass is an establishment featuring marble, 

pink fabrics, gold, a cosmopolitan 

atmosphere. This atmosphere extends to 

the spacious terrace, with an ‘upstairs’ area 

with outside bar and a lower lounge section. 

The elegant, warm and comfortable 

ambience is also to be found outside, with 

round lounge sofas around a parasol (but 

also for two), and two or three different 

types of chairs with armrests and cushions, 

so you can install yourself comfortably for 

the whole day. The lower lounge section has 

you sitting right on the water of the 

Oosterhoutse Plas lake, practically in 

between the rushes. “On Sundays, we’ve 

sometimes had 150 guests for coffee and 

breakfast before the lunch”. And so it goes 

all day, meal times flow into each other. 

“And we have a wide target group: families 

with children from the neighbourhood, but 

also people that drive that extra mile for the 

location and our ambiance”. The couple 

wanted to offer all guests space and peace, 

and so decided to set up the terrace 

generously with 180 places, while up to 250 

seats could have been fitted in. “This way it’s 

pleasant for everyone, yet still cosy as well 

thanks to the comfortable furnishings.”

To handle the pressure, they thought up a 

clever system with the outside bar in the 

pink sea container. “The cash register system 

divides the bills automatically. Bills that can 

be serviced completely outside go to the 

container and the other bills go inside. That 

saves the staff walking lots of unnecessary 

metres”.

“Three huge sliding panels can be fully open 

when needed, so that indoors and outdoors 

literally flow into each other on sunny days. 

But sitting under the verandah is still 

wonderful on not-so-lovely days, even 

wintery days. We can seat forty guests 

under the verandah. That extra occupancy 

is naturally always great, but we also do it 

for the atmosphere. It gives colour and buzz 

to your terrace and that carries over to your 

indoor areas. That way, we still get a bit of 

the 365-day terrace vibe”.

BRASS: Unique ‘urban’ 
terrace between new 
builds and nature
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FIRENZE RESYSTA AC

FIRENZE RESYSTA SC

LIFE CORNER LB | LIFE LB

LIFE CORNER LB | LIFE LB

CLOUD RND T

When a terrace is outside longer, it has to endure more. So material is important. 

At Satelliet, more and more tables and chairs aretherefore made of Resysta,

a sustainable wood substitute. It looks like wood, feels like wood, but is made

from rice bran, rock salt and mineral oils. The result is a material that can withstand 

all weather conditions and therefore requires little maintenance. Ideal for a terrace 

that is often or always outside.

60%
rice husks

22%
rock salt

18%
mineral oils

S u s t a i n a b l e
R e s y s t a

   IVELLA 140 T    IVELLA 80 T

   IVELLA 80 HT    IVELLA 200 HT

CLOUD T

Sustainable 

Scan the QR code
for more information 

about Resysta.
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More colour please! The warm colours and natural shades are very popular, like yellow ochre, greyish-green, 

terracotta and deep-sea blue. Mix and match with colours for your terrace to make an impression.
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The Strandhuys cafe at the IJzeren Man lake resort in Brabant has flexible 
capacity due to an inventive solution. Thanks to the so-called 365-day 

terrace, it’s a wonderful place, both in summer and winter.

Rob van de Velde: “The 

Strandhuys has undergone a 

real metamorphosis”. He is the 

co-owner of the hospitality part of 

the company that operates catering 

establishments by the lake. They had 

the chance to tackle it thoroughly after 

the purchase of the various establishments 

around the IJzeren Man lake resort at Vught. “Only 

the walls and roof were left standing, the rest was all 

updated.” What makes it special is the 365-day 

terrace that makes it possible to make the most of 

the precious metres between restaurant and lake. 

“The terrace got a sun lounge with a glass roof that 

can be really easily opened automatically in two 

minutes. Glass sections can be added or removed 

from the front and sides. That has to be done 

manually, which takes a bit more time, but does 

provide a lot of flexibility.”

In the refurbishment plan, much attention was paid 

to the floor - with built-in heating - that formed the 

permanent connection between indoors and out. 

“We chose special tiles with a continuous pattern. 

The tiles extend a little indoors to the restaurant, and 

through the sun lounge to the terrace. This way, in 

every season and layout, you still have the feeling 

that it’s an harmonious whole.” The furniture in the sun 

lounge matches that in the restaurant indoors. Van de 

Velde: “It creates unity, and it also works better for the 

acoustics . We do use another chair on the outdoor 

terrace, but in the same style as those indoors. That 

maintains the harmonious atmosphere.”

And happily it works in practice as well. “Whereas 

seasonal businesses often have to deal with peaks in 

fine weather and lack of space in winter with all the 

associated business consequences, we can easily 

make the switch. From an occupancy of more than 

750 seats with fine weather, all day long, to a sun 

lounge set-up with 300 seats.” By now, guests 

increasingly know the way to the Strandhuys IJzeren 

Man, whether the sun shines or not. 

“The summer of 2021 was not so warm, even very wet. 

But people still came, and they could enjoy the sun 

lounge. The vibe is warm and welcoming, with good 

furniture and lovely plants.”

Summer Winter

Scan the QR code for 
more pictures and the 

complete interview.

Inspiration
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R AT TA N  T E R R A C E
The trendy natural colour tones can be combined 

extremely well with rattan. The large collection with 

the character of the past has the look of real rattan, 

but is made of plastic. This gives the furniture a 

durable character and makes it very suitable for

tboth indoor and outdoor use.

Taco  
The Taco serie has a black steel frame. The seat shell 

consists of plastic braiding (HDPE). The seat shell is 

available in the colours black or rattan look. All Taco 

models can be provided with a separate seat cushion 

in a fabric of your choice. 

TWINE ACPODA HS TWINE LS

TACO HS

TWINE HS

KERI HS

BITES AC

TWINE SCPODA LS

TACO SC

550 AC550 SC

TWIST LSCHELENA AC HELENA ROCKING LAC550 HS

TACO AC

TACO AC

Panda AC
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You are expected to be flexible in dealing with the constantly 

changing situation. Something you may also expect from us. 

We are happy to discuss with you the possibilities that create chances 

to (quickly) expand your terrace or give it a new look. We do this 

with our special Satelliet terrace webshop and by making it possible 

to discuss financial solutions.

Webshop: www.satellietonline.net 
We want to supply with your new terrace furniture as rapidly as 

possible, which is why we deliver directly from stock. With our express 

delivery option, we can even deliver within 2 work days. We would like 

to offer you the opportunity to purchase terrace furniture at a lower 

investment rate with our extra competitive prices.

Find the entire collection online on our 

usual website www.satelliet.net.

Financing
As the crisis has had such a great financial impact, we are happy to work 

out a fitting solution for you. In consultation, we can sort out a payment 

scheme based on your situation. We consider the possibilities per situation, 

and strive for the best solution for the realisation of your new terrace.

FinancingWebshop

Scan the QR code to 
visit our webshop.

Webshop
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UMBRIA AC

AUSTIN AC NEW YORK BATYLINE AC25.25 AC

NOTO SC

ROMAN AC

HITCHCOCK AC

GIROLA HS GIROLA LACGIROLA AC

SOLA AC

GIROLA SC

 YLFI SC

CANNES SC

CANNES AC

CANNES ACCANNES SC

C A F É  D E  PA R I S
Picture yourself in the heart of Paris with this 

classic terrace style: retro in a modern twist 

with hip colours and patterns. This hand-woven 

terrace furniture is low-maintenance, 

lightweight and long-lasting.

Cannes 
The Cannes serie has an aluminum frame and the 

seat and back are made of plastic wickerwork. In 

addition to the armchair, the collection has now 

been expanded with a chair and bar stool.

S T Y L I S H  B L A C K
You can never go wrong with black. But you don’t 

necessarily have to play it safe either. For example, let 

black furniture shine in combination with natural tones 

or bright colours. You will see that black can be very 

exciting that way.

CANNES SC

CANNES HS

 YLFI AC
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A terrace open all year round, or for longer in the year, needs more than only 

attractive quality terrace furniture. That’s why we gladly offer extra options for 

the ultimate terrace experience, and invite you to consult with us about the 

best total solution for your concept.

Serve guests quickly from this inviting 
service trolley. Guaranteed that this 
attracts guests’ attention and delivers 
more efficiency for you on the terrace.

Use inside, but outside too, and have 
the doors wide open all summer. 
Fortunately, the furniture is tailored 
to both.

Are heaters not an option on the 
terrace, or do they detract from the 
look and feel of your terrace?
Then consider warmed terrace 
cushions to offer guests a warm 
and comfortable spot.

A colder day? Let guests see that 
you welcome them and offer a warm 
visit by hanging terrace blankets 
over the chairs. You can also add 
your name or logo to them.

Want to bring the terrace vibe 
indoors? Then create an indoor 
terrace and never again be 
dependent on the weather!

Offer your guests and staff a safe 
stay with InBetween screens from 
Satelliet. After all, hospitality is all 
about having a pleasant experience 
and a safe feeling.

Indoor
terrace

Warmed 
terrace 

cushions

4 seasons 
protection

InBetween
safer together

Terrace 
blankets

Service
trolley
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C L A S SY 
C O L L E C T I O N
Extend the restaurant experience to the terrace 

with this “classy” selection of terrace furniture. 

All these models guarantee an experience 

with class.

Michelle  
The Michelle series is a modern take on the Thonet 

chair. The matt black frame of the chair consists 

entirely of aluminium, which makes the chair 

lightweight, weather resistant and very suitable 

for outdoor use. This chair is also available without 

armrests. Both models can be stacked together. 

The Michelle series also consists of two high stools; 

with and without backrest.

TOSCANA AC

UNO AC PRAAG SC PRAAG AC

FIGARO SC

AUSTIN AC

MONTANA AC

JONAS ACFIGARO SC

MICHELLE HSMICHELLE HS-WB

MICHELLE ACMICHELLE SC

MICHELLE SC

MACY AC MACY HS

 MONTANA AC

TOSCANA HS
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FUERA 140 B

DUETTO SC | DUETTO T

T E A K  T E R R A C E
Teak as an untreated material can be applied 

very well outside. Due to its natural behaviour, 

teak acquires its characteristic grey colour over 

time and use.

Noto 
Noto is a compact, aluminium terrace chair. 

The seat of weather-resistant batyline gives 

the chair extra comfort. Noto is stackable and 

available in the colours black, moss grey and 

terra. Noto is also available in black with a seat 

made of untreated teak slats.

NOTO TEAK SC

Industrial edge

FUERA T | FUERA BCHAUMONT B

NOTO TEAK SCNOORVARESE HSVARESE LS

25.25 TEAK AC

AREA HBAREA B | AREA T

GIROLA TEAK SC GIROLA TEAK AC25.25 TEAK AC
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Changing circumstances can also play a large role on the terrace. 

These can impact routing and layout. For instance: modified 

walkways, or placing divisions with InBetween Safer Together screens 

for a hospitable and safe stay. But also create comfortable ‘bubbles’ 

with round sofas such as Terra Quarter, where guests can sit together 

in small groups. As an entrepreneur, no matter what the measures are, 

you want a layout that is as efficient as possible, and where safety 

and comfort come first without sacrificing too many seats or too 

much atmosphere. 

On this front too we are happy to advise you and discuss various 

set-ups for your terrace, so you can modify it with a minimum of 

investment and effort, yet still have the whole fitting seamlessly 

with your concept.

Scan the QR code 
for more advice 
and inspiration.

Inspiration
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S O C I A L 
S E AT I N G
Cozy sitting together will soon feel normal again, 

but a ‘bubble’ is also quickly created with a bank

such as Terra and Barca. Have you also noticed 

how easy it is to take a seat at the Dentro?

These benches and picnic tables give a unique 

and rugged look to your terrace. Take the

new and compact Terra lounge sofa, which 

combines cosiness and ruggedness.

DENTRO 8P TDENTRO 4P T

TERRA 2 B

TERRA END B | TERRA B 

BARCA CORNER LB | BARCA LB 

TERRA QUARTER B

SALAMANCA T

TERRA LBA

TERRA LBA | SVEN LARGE LT | SVEN SMALL LT
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DOMINIQUE-3 TB

MAMBO-4 TB

SPEEDO-4 TB

PINTO TB

GENT-4 TB

STABLETABLE TB

stable on
uneven ground

FUERA 80 T

NEW YORK T

STEEL HTTREE HT

SPEEDO TB

LYON-3 TB

easily 
foldable

stable on 
uneven
ground

Tabletops

Aluminium

Resysta VolkernTeak Natural

Werzalit

Iroko wood

Werzalit, edge brass 

Materials

Scan the QR code for
 a complete overview

 of the fabrics & finishes 
collection.

Ta b l e s
Meerdere afmetingen, uitvoeringen 
en kleuren mogelijk. 

   MIKADO T

TA B L E S 

Our extended collection of table tops consists of a great 

diversity in materials. Which material fits your concept best? 

Do you prefer sustainable Resysta, aluminium, werzalit 

or natural teak?

In order to receive your guests on your terrace, and to 

have them enjoy all you have to offer with every comfort, 

the right table is a must-have. High, sustainable, large, 

or composed of base and top: the choice is yours.

   MIKADO HT

Speckle board

TabletopsTables Tablebases

   IVELLA 140 T
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safer together

16
5 

cm

200 cm

195 x 90 cm

Ø 30 cm

18
0 

cm

Ø 30 cm

RIVM

200 cm

195 x 90 cm

INBETWEEN OUTDOOR XL RIVM PANEL

TROLLEY UNIVERSAL

TERRACE CHAIN SET

SERVICE TROLLEY

RIO PILLOW CASE BOTANIA RECT

TERRACE DIVIDER SUN SBCARRIER

SOLEIL SQ SOLEIL RND

C O M F O R T 
A N D  M O R E
Whether it is about storing, screening or dressing the 

terrace. With the various options on the terrace, you 

ensure an effective, efficient and attractive terrace. 

Complete the experience and create an attractive 

terrace where your guests and employees feel 

comfortable and safe.

INBETWEEN OUTDOOR XL PANEL
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More than 190 pages of collection, 
inspiration and valuable information
in one book. 

Request the catalogue 2022 
via: satelliet.co.uk
Be inspired in one of our showrooms or 

make an appointment for personal advice. 

Showrooms

UK North
20 Carlyle Avenue, 
Hillington Park, 
Glasgow, G52 4XX
0141 883 1135

UK South
Unit 2 Nexus Park, 
Lysons Ave, Ash Vale, 
Surrey, GU12 5QE
01252 541386

S a t e l l i e t
c a t a l o g u e
2 0 2 2

Catalogue

Scan the QR code to 
receive the new 

catalogue.




